I have the great interest in ancient history of India & world & that is the main reason to choosing this subject for study. I have read hundreds of book related to ancient history of prominent historians & also surfing regularly on Wikipedia & Google search. So some my historian friends & professors advised me to join the college for a degree in history subject. Then I try to find out an international university. I have heard a lot about Nalanda University, Rajgir Bihar through friends & news papers. & after seeing the website & infrastructure I have decided to join this university. 2 month back I had visted the institute at rajgir also. I want to research & study about Nalanda Mahavihar, Buddhism, Patliputra, Magadh emperor, Ashoka the great, expansion of Buddhism in all over world specially in ASEAN countries, speeches & lifestyle of Gautam Budha & other Buddhist monk & scholars.

I also want a deep analysis about Chinese scholars FaHien, Huensang & their experienced with Nalanda, Patliputra & Magadh empire. I want a analysis of army management, war management & economy during the Magadh empire. Also want a good knowledge about Chandragupta Maurya, Samrat Ashok, Harshawardhan, Samudragupta etc. What were the resources for transport & agriculture. How Ashoka the great have distributed & transported huge size of stupas pillars, Shilalekhs etc in different parts of India & Asia like Sanchi Stupa with limited resources. We have to study about the social category, social livelihood, society customs & tradition. Gurukul system etc.

Historical studies also reveals the history of Europe, history of America, Africa & entire Asia. Its elaborate the world victory tour of Alaxander the great & their successors. Through this study we can make an analysis of European culture & civilization with Indian civilization.

We have to established the real Aryan theory & also define more documented evidence for Harappa & Mohanzodaro civilization. We can establish a great connection between world languages with mother of all languages Sanskrit. I have studied the Pulitzer award winner philospher will durant a American historian, will durant have proved in their book < the case of Asia > that Indian culture & civilization is the mother of all civilization, Sanskrit is the mother of all languages & Indian philosophy is mentor for entire world.

The subject history create excitement in my personality & whenever I vist the historical places. I imagine in mind the glory of kings at their ruling time, lifestyle of people & geographical situation of the kingdom. That's the reason I planned for study & research at Nalanda University.

My purpose to join the historical study is to establish the value of Nalanda Mahavihar their eduction system & students lifestyle.